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PROBLEM FRAMING 
(What we’ll do)



I

PROBLEM FRAMING 

Immigrating to a new country is a rich, immersive, but often an 

emotionally taxing learning experience with a steep learning curve.  

Especially for those starting new jobs or school in an unfamiliar 

country, there is a lot that has to be learned very quickly.  

In addition to hosting refugees and international students attending 

its many universities, the tech industry and growth of Pittsburgh has 

brought more immigrants to the city over the past few years.  



How might we use artificial intelligence to aid  

cultural learning for immigrants in a new country? 



TERRITORY MAP 
(The space we’ll explore)



Territory Map: Who



Territory Map: What



Territory Map: How



Territory Map: How :: Media



Territory Map: How :: Structured Learning



Territory Map: How :: Social Interaction



Territory Map: Opportunities



OPPORTUNITIES FOR AI  

• Can AI simulate conversations with people? 

• Can voice recognition help improve accents and pronunciation? 

• Can AI detect someone’s location and surface relevant and 

necessary information?  

• Can AI better connect immigrants with their community? 

• Can AI recognize logistical challenges as they arise and guide? 



RESEARCH 
(How we’ll do it)



Exploratory research will focus on 
learning more about the immigrant 
experience in America.  



RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

1.    What are people’s most stressful moments when acclimating to a new culture?  

 2. What support systems exist for people?  

 3. What/ which social interactions are most difficult?  

 4. What technologies do immigrants have access to?  

 5. What are the preferred learning environments?  

 6. What methods were most helpful in learning about a new culture?  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 7.    What is feasible for current and emerging AI technology? 



RESEARCH METHODS 

Contextual inquiry  Expert and stakeholder 
interviews 

Case studies



RESEARCH GROUPS 

  

 Community Centers & other 
Nonprofit Organizations 

     ◦ Volunteers 

     ◦ Community Organizers 
 

Immigrants 

 ◦ Students 

 ◦ Refugees  

 ◦ Professionals  

 ◦ Small business owners  

ESL instructors 



THANK YOU


